
ORDER HEADER 

The top part of the SmartSales order worksheet should look fairly familiar and it operates largely the same as 
it does in DentaCAD Classic. 
 

Starting in the upper left, just to the right of the section title (Worksheet) there is a user entry text box with 
sample text “Worksheet Name”.  If you type a description into the field it will become this worksheets name 
and hopefully make it more easily distinguished from other orders.   

For example, if you were setting up variations on an order using products from differing manufacturers you 
could name this worksheet “New Operatory - Adec” and a second variation “New Operatory - Kavo”. You 
would be able to easily switch between these orders clicking the name from the order list rather than just 
looking for the order number.   

Once an order is started the order number will be displayed just below the section header (Worksheet). 
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The New Order button works a little differently on SmartSales vs DentaCAD Classic.  Rather than starting a 
new order with the currently selected client, a completely unfilled order is opened and ready for you to enter 
data.   

The Detail View toggle works as the function of the same name works in DentaCAD Classic. 

In the text box labeled “Customer” you can search for a customer by name, JDE# or Practice name.  Once a 
customer is selected you can click in the text box labeled “Order” to display a list of orders you have created 
and saved for that customer.  This list will show the Order Number and the Worksheet Name as described in 
more detail above. 

Clicking on the button labeled “Menu” will display a list of order level functions such as Delete, Import (for 
Adec Orders) and Duplicate.  Duplicate is a new feature and clicking this option will result in an exact copy of 
the currently displayed order with the exception of Order Number.  As SmartSales is further developed, more 
order level functions will be available in addition to the existing. 
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